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A. TWO MEETINGS
Meeting No.1 held in Apia, Samoa on 13 
June 2018. No quorum but meeting held, and 
resolutions put forward to next meeting for 
ratification and adoption.  Karo, Edith and Ken 
Wallace were accompanied by Alison Shanks, 
the Oceania rep on the Commonwealth Athletes 
Advisory Board and a young Samoan swimmer 
on their AC to visit the Samoa College and 
promote sports and its importance with health, 
personal development and career. 

Meeting No.2 held in Port Moresby on 18 August 
2018.  Karo, Inoke, Ryan and Edith were present 
in person. Kenneth, Jennifer, James and Sarah 
dialled in. Only Anolyn was unable to join by 
phone. Having teleconferencing facilities to host 
meetings is most beneficial as it reduces the 
logistics cost of holding meetings but facilitates 

participation. Resolutions of Meeting No.1 of 
2018 were fully adopted and ratified.  In PNG, 
the PNGAC hosted dinner and members of ONOC 
AC and PNGAC had opportunity to meet and 
share.

It was beneficial to host AC meetings around the 
same time as WASO meetings. However, need to 
plan AC meeting time better to ensure AC reps 
complete Commission activities before AC meets. 
Karo has undertaken to communicate directly 
with WASO Chair, Helen in future.

C. REPRESENTING VIEWS OF ATHLETES
Our members have attended the following 
meetings, workshops and seminars to date, in 
their capacity as ONOC AC members.

ONOC ATHLETES' COMMISSION

IOC President with Australian Team Members, Youth Olympic Games (Getty Images)
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No. Event Ac Rep Highlights/ Comments

1. WASO – Polynesian Workshop, June 
2018, Samoa 

Edith Nicholas Very empowering and educational.

2. WASO Melanesian Workshop, 
August 2018, PNG

Edith Nicholas
Karo Lelai & Inoke 
Niubalavu (for one day)

Another empowering workshop with great feedback from participants. ONOC AC and 
WASO to collaborate as much as possible on common goals.

3. ONOC Education Commission Anolyn Lulu OSEP is a very good base that our Athletes build their capacity in preparation for their 
transition. These courses will really help them as they decide on what their career 
path will be after their athlete career ends. More athletes to be used to deliver OSEP 
and more athlete leaders to be identified to do OSEP and prepare them for life after 
sports.

4. Regional CSO Forum Anolyn Lulu Sport was a standout CSO in this forum not only terms of preparation of the Forum 
and actively engaging and participating in the Forum but also what we offer in sports 
or what sports does, fits well with other NGOs such as Disability, Health, Fisheries, 
Climate Change Peace & Security, Gender. We have programs which targets all these 
areas in sports.

Sport was also nominated to represent the CSOs at the Pacific Islands Leaders 
Meeting in Nauru in August 2018.

5. RME & Master Educator Training Anolyn Lulu OSEP advocates for good planning and preparation prior to the delivery of any 
courses.

The highlight of this workshop that really stood out was the delivery of the topics. 
There was no power point presentation, every delivery was interactive and open up 
questions and creates a friendly environment for learning participant to learn at the 
best way they understand things better whether by reading, listening or hands on and 
practical. Good lessons for ONOC AC to take on Board with running programs.

6. IOC AC Steering Committee – 
Declaration of Athlete Rights & 
Responsibilities

Chaired by Sarah 
Walker. Karo is a 
member of Steering 
Committee as ONOC AC 
Chair.

One in-person 
meeting in Lausanne 
in December 2017. 
All other meetings via 
phone/skype/email.

4292 athletes from 190 countries and over 120 disciplines participated in two online 
surveys to shape the Declaration. Majority of Oceania had athletes that participated.

Declaration was adopted by IOC during Oct Session in Buenos Aires, despite 
some requests to delay. Congratulations to Sarah Walker as Chair of the Steering 
Committee for her passion and leadership in delivering this historical and momentous 
document for athletes! Karo was a member of the SC representing Oceania. Refer 
Attachment A for copy of Declaration.

ONOC AC to work with Steering Committee, IOC AC and ANOC AC in driving 
implementation of the Declaration and its adoption by sporting organisations.

7. ANOC AC

1. Meeting between ANOC AC (less 
Barbara Kendall), IOC AC Chair 
(Kirsty Coventry) & Deputy (Lenka) 
with ANOC President in Lausanne, 
June 2018.

2. ANOC AC Meeting, 21 August 
2018, Jakarta (during Asian Games).  
ANOC SG Gunilla was present. Karo, 
Barbara and Amadou Bia (ANOCA AC 
Chair) had dinner with Sec-Gen and 
Jan Patterson of ANOC.

Karo is an ex officio 
member as chair of 
ONOC AC

ANOCAC & IOCAC now collaborating more closely to strengthen and enhance AC’s 
within Olympic Movement.

Agreed that Chairs of continental ACs (or nominee) to attend continental forums at 
OS cost.

ANOC AC is finalising revisions to ANOC AC ToR and revised Guidelines for 
continental ACs. The revised Guidelines were adopted during ANOC General 
Assembly in November 2018 in Tokyo.

ONOC AC to revise its TOR for consistency.

Barbara Kendall’s term as chair of ANOC AC ended in Nov 2018. 

Olympism in Action Forum, October, 
Buenos Aires

Karo attended as ONOC 
AC Chair.

Very well attended forum with diverse attendee’s.
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8. ANOCA Athletes Forum Edith was to attend 
but circumstances 
prevented her from 
doing so and we could 
not find a replacement 
at last minute.

IOC has developed a template agenda and program for athlete forums. This can be 
tweaked to suit each continental association’s needs. It was rolled out during ANOCA 
Athlete Forum, the PASO Athlete Forum in October 2018, OCA Athlete Forum in 
November 2018 and also during the upcoming ONOC Athletes Forum in 2019.

9. Pan’am Athletes Forum, Oct 2018, 
Miami

Anolyn Lulu attended 
(on behalf of Chair)

Some of the recommendations from this Forum are relevant for ONOC. 

• Our athletes need to be better informed about the Olympic Movement and 
what resources/funding/programs are available to them.

• Effective communication is something we need to strengthen in all respects.

• Our athletes need to be confident and feel empowered to effectively run an 
Athlete Commission.

This feedback has been captured in framing the agenda for the ONOC Athlete Forum 
in Feb 2019.

10. OCA Athletes Forum, Nov 2018, 
Tokyo

Inoke attended (on 
behalf of Chair).

There were five recommendations from this forum:

#1: All NOC from OCA must have an active AC in place before the end of 2020 and 
ensure that the reps of the AC has a seat and full voting rights on the NOC EB.

#2: NOC’s should enhance their administrative and financial support for the 
activities and the daily operational of the AC.

#3: The IOC AC and OS Commission as well as the OCA AC should explore 
possibilities to provide further support for NOC AC’s.

#4: OCA AC and the NOC AC’s in Asia should work with OCA and their respective 
NOC’s to encourage to adopt the Athletes’ Rights and Responsibility 
Declaration at both continental and national level.

#5: The OCA AC should proactively engage with their respective NOC’s to benefit 
from all programmes available to them by the IOC (including OS and Athlete 
365.

ONOC AC concurs that for NOC AC’s to operate effectively, they need administrative 
support and appropriate resourcing. ONOC AC budgeted FJ$2,000 grant for each 
NOC AC in 2018 to support their activities. Same grant planned for 2019 and ONOC 
AC to encourage ACs to apply for the support during ONOC Athlete Forum.

11. ANOC AC Meeting, 26 Nov Tokyo Karo attended. Inoke 
attended as observer.

Karo elected as new Chair during ANOC AC meeting in November 2018.

D. ENCOURAGE AND SUPPORT ATHLETES’
 COMMISSIONS
Inoke and Ryan have prepared a survey which is 
to be sent to all Athletes Commissions. In terms 
of targeted AC’s, update is below.

(1) Solomon Islands – Inoke and Ryan are liaising 
with NOCSI AC Chair (Francis Maniura) to revise 
AC ToR (current one is too wordy and needs to 
be simplified), plan an athlete forum or event and 
assist with VoA for Solomon National Games.  
Inoke is ONOC AC rep responsible for Melanesia 
and takes responsibility for all activities with 
NOCSI AC. Currently awaiting dates for Solomon 
National Games.

(2) Samoa – Chair of SASNOC AC, Maureen 
Tuimaleali’ifano, has provided very positive 
reports.  The Samoan AC is very active and 
working very closely with 2019 Pacific Games 
Organising Committee and SASNOC in running 
various community programs.

(3) American Samoa – Karo communicates 
regularly with the ASNOC SG, Ethan Lake, and 
the AC Chair, Florence Wasko to assist with 
resolving issues.  Karo (and Tessa-Maree of 
FASANOC AC) met with ASNOC athletes and 
officials to YOG in Buenos Aires to discuss 
mandate of ONOC AC and ASNOC AC and role 
of SG and EB (ie governance), at request of their 
SG.  Karo is assisting ASNOC to draft a new 
AC ToR – Both the SG and the AC Chair have 
provided their comments and the current draft 
is with IOC Legal to review for consistency with 
the changes being made to ASNOC constituent 
documents.

(4) Cook Islands – Cook AC to host an athlete 
event/forum using $2,000 grant from ONOC AC. 
Edith is ONOC AC rep responsible for Polynesia 
and also Chairs their AC. Edith will lead this.

(5) National Support Grant – Only Papua New 
Guinea made use of the USD2,000 grant per 

country despite targeted Commission’s being 
made aware of it. More awareness needed and a 
proper mechanism for accessing funds that can 
be put on Voice of the Athletes facebook page 
and ONOC website.

E. CAPACITY BUILDING – OCEANIA
 ATHLETES
We will measure ourselves through two goals.  
The goals have been set with two overall 
outcomes in mind. Firstly, we wish to upskill 
athlete leaders to be able to better represent the 
views of and advocate for the wellbeing of our 
athletes. Secondly, we wish to actively contribute 
to developing the next generation of leaders 
for sporting organisations across Oceania. Our 
goals are:

(i) At least 10 athlete leaders have completed 
OSEP or MISO program during our term
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ONOC AC will reach out to its network and encourage athlete leaders to register and encourage NOCs 
to identify athlete leaders.  Karo had verbal discussion with ONOC OSEP coordinator in June 2018 to 
provide 2018 program to ONOC AC and to keep records and provide to ONOC AC. 

(ii) Appointment of athlete leaders as Chef de Mission or Team Officials

2018 Youth Olympic Games – FSM (Teps), PNG (Karo), New Zealand (Barbara Kendall) and Fiji (Tomasi) 
had athlete leaders as CdMs. PNG had a senior swimmer as a coach (Ashley Seeto). Fiji had an AC 
member as its Young Change Maker (Tessa-Maree Harmon).  Congratulations to Fiji on the silver 
medal in Badminton at the Youth Olympic Games! Tuvalu had AC member, Alesi, as a team official and 
Solomon Islands AC Chair, Francis Manioru, was athletics coach and AC Secretary, Helen Aumae, was 
manager for weightlifting.

The ONOC Athlete Forum in February 2019 includes interactive sessions where athletes will, on a sub-
regional basis, contribute towards shaping the strategic vision of ONOC AC. Following the Forum, ONOC 
AC will review its Statement of Purpose to take the Commission forward.

F. ENSURE WELLBEING OF OCEANIA ATHLETES
We have created a matrix to record athletes issues raised with us. This covers the period June to 
October 2018. We reported on the period January to June 2018 during the ONOC GA in June 2018.

No. Sport Issue Action Taken

1. Weightlifting Almost 40 Oceania 
athletes missed out on 
participating in Oceania 
Youth Champs due to 
non-compliance by their 
NFs with ADAMS.

ONOC AC resolved that Chair write to OWF to express 
concern and ask for necessary interventions to avoid 
risk of future reoccurrence.

Completed.

2. Swimming Approached by FSM 
media to comment on 
previous matter.

Responded that as far as ONOC AC is aware, issue 
has been dealt with satisfactorily and opportunity given 
to athletes from all locations to try out for selection.

Completed.

3. Weightlifting Selection issue – Youth 
Olympic Games

Discussed with EB members of the relevant NOC and 
OWF. The athlete concerned did not qualify for YOG at 
the qualifiers. ONOC AC has not commented.

Completed.

4. Various Various issues - ASNOC Karo gets involved as and when required as the 
independent, neutral person on various issues.

Karo assisting AC with reporting templates and 
assisting to progress amendments to AC Charter.

Ongoing.

5. Nauru AC Charter Charter to be revised with consequent minor 
amendments to Constitution.

Outstanding.

G. MICRONESIAN GAMES – VOA
VOA activities during the Micronesian Games in Yap, FSM from 15-27 July 2018.  Objectives -
(1)  Creating awareness and promoting the VOA values of “Balance”, “Excellence”, “Fair Play”, “Joy”
  and “Respect”.
(2)  Educating athletes and athlete support personnel on the five messages of:
  a. Play Safe - STOP HIV Aids
  b. Play Safe - Staying Healthy
  c. Play True - Say No To Doping

  d. Go Green - Sustainable Coastlines
  e. Be A Leader, the overarching message
(3)  Reaching 30% of Athletes and Athlete

Support Personnel from participating 
member countries.

(4)  Reducing the throughput time (total time
for each participant or group to go through 
all the stations) by focusing more on the 
“how and why” of each message e.g. How 
are you/can you addressing/address this 
issue in your country?; Why do you think 
that this message/issue is important?

(5)  Promoting environmentally friendly
practices. This is achieved by VOA 
giveaways of tote bags and BPA reusable 
free water bottles to help reduce the use of 
single-use plastic bags and bottles.

(6)  To learn as much from the region and from
this experience in order to stay relevant and 
meaningful.

Of the 10 Micronesian Games Associations, all 
MGAs went through VOA and we achieved target 
of 33%. However, this is lower than 2017 Mini-
Games and other previous Games due to poor 
location (high traffic location such as dining hall 
has always been a better strategic location) and 
also because many athletes and officials returned 
to their countries after Day 4. Comments were 
also made that we need to review the content as 
many athletes had already been through VOA in 
previous Games.

Samoa, Fiji and Cook Islands will have athletes 
attending a VOA Champion’s Program in Fiji.

For future VOA, review content to maintain 
relevance and interest (include athlete 
safeguarding) and make it the “Fun Centre” 
at each Games.  Athletes to be involved in the 
planning and facilitating of the VOA. Inoke and 
Ryan appointed to lead an AC sub-committee 
responsible for planning VOA for 2019 Pacific 
Games. They will co-opt other Oceania athletes 
as necessary.

H. FINANCIALS
ONOC AC approved 2018 budget in Meeting 
No.1 of 2018, based on US$70,000 and below is 
the expenditure report as of 31 December 2018 
provided by Finance Department.
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Activity Budget 
(USD)

Actual

AC Meetings x 2 30,000 22,482.00

VoA Program & 
outreach (Micro 
Games)

12,500 14,965.00

National Support 
- $2000 grant to 
each AC

15,000 950.00

Making Connections 
– support for 
subregional reps and 
for travel to attend 
workshops, etc

3,500.00 5,225.00

Unbudgeted 9,000 0

TOTAL 61,000 43,622.00

We ended 2018 with surplus of USD26,378.00.  
We reduced meeting costs for meeting No.2 (by 
using technology) which more than off sets the 
cost over runs for the VoA in Micronesia and 
Making Connections. We will reallocate savings 
from Meetings to fund per diems and visa costs 
for AC reps attending PASO and OCA Athlete 
Forums.  Savings will be put forward to assist 
with funding 2019 ONOC activities.

ASNOC AC has also asked to have its leaders 
attend any OSEP training conducted in American 
Samoa.

AC Chairperson will work more closely with 
ONOC Executive Director to monitor and approve 
AC expenditure against approved budget.

H. 2019 ACTIVITY PLAN
This has been shared with the Secretariat.  

• AC Meetings x 2 – Karo in charge.
• VoA during Pacific Games – Inoke & Ryan in
 charge.
• 2019 ONOC Athlete Forum (21-23 February
 2018, Fiji) – Karo and Inoke in charge.
• Making Connections – attending workshops,

meetings, conferences, etc – Attendee from 
AC depends on nature of workshop and 
availability. We only send a rep where majority 
of cost is already paid for by someone else.

• National Support - $2000 to assist and
support each Athlete Commission of each 
NOC with activities or capacity building 
– Subregional leaders leading this (Edith – 
Polynesia; Inoke (Melanesia) and Jennifer 
(Micronesia).

• Budget of USD70,000 + 2018 surplus of
 USD26,378.00

I. PROPOSED NEW ONOC AC LOGO
New logo approved by the ONOC Board in 
November 2018. ONOC AC wants to “keep it 
fresh” to ensure our relevance to the athletes of 
Oceania.

Karo LELAI
Chair
ONOC Athletes Commission
17 January 2019
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